Corrigendum/ Addendum-I to NIT-36/2020

Tender no. 12(51)01/6Bay/2020/D(P)/669-D(P-S)Cell/E:-

The corrected Price Bid and Unprice Bid Excel sheets for the Supply of 6 Bay Circularly Polarized Side Mount (Pole type) VHF FM Antenna with Omni-Directional/ Directional Patterns for Tender No.12(51)01/6Bay/2020/D(P)/669-D(P-S)Cell/E are uploaded on e-tendering portal.

The Price Bid and Unprice Bid Excel sheets uploaded previously with tender will be treated as cancelled.

NOTE:

i. The bid forms, General Instructions to Bidders and other details including amendments/changes can be viewed/downloaded from the website http://prasarbharati.eproc.in.

ii. Tender notice is also available on the Prasar Bharati website www.prasarbharati.gov.in (using the link: Tender) and CPP PORTAL on website http://eprocure.gov.in.
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